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Welcome to the Shetland Rural Island Maritime 
Heritage Asset Atlas Project or SRIMHAA for short! 
This project is to map structures and remains found 
around the coastline in Fair Isle, Foula, Papa Stour 
and Skerries and then to get a better picture of 
what they were used for through stories, artefacts, 
memories and folklore. This booklet contains lots 
of information about Shetland’s coast and maritime 
heritage and some fun activities.

Tammie and Norrie will be on hand through 
out the booklet with some hand tips and 
interesting information.

And I’m Norrie! 

Hello! My name is 
Tammy
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The sea and shores around Shetland have been important for the islands 
ever since people settled here more than 5000 years ago. Because of this, 
there are many different remains, also known as archaeology, around 
the coastline of Shetland from a variety of different time periods. Some 
of these sites would have been much further inland when they were in 
use but as the sea has eroded the land, they now sit on the coast. Below 
are some noteworthy events on a handy time line.

NEOLITHIC
4000-2000BC*

BRONZE AGE
2000-600BC

IRON AGE
600BC-800AD*

VIKINGS
800-1100AD

NORSE PERIOD
1100-1471AD

2500BC Neolithic 
settlement at Jarlshof

c.1500BC 
Settlements move to 

the coast

Burnt Mounds used

c.300AD Picts arrive 
in Shetland

300 BC Mousa Broch 
built

800AD St Ninians 
Treasure created

Vikings begin to 
invade Shetland

13th Cent. Papa 
Stour becomes a 
Royal Norwegian 

Farm

1471 Shetland 
becomes part of 

Scotland

c. 1450 Traders 
from Netherlands & 
Germany come to 

Shetland direct

BC stands for Before Christ and 
AD for Anno domini (in the year 
of the Lord). That means 2500BC 

was actually 4500 years ago!
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16TH CENT.*
1500-1599

17TH CENT.
1600-1699

18TH CENT.
1700-1799

19TH CENT.
1800-1899

20TH CENT.
1900-1999

21ST CENT.
2000-2099

1588 Spanish Armada 
flagship wrecked on 

Fair Isle

late 16th Cent. Dutch 
fishermen begin 

coming to the islands

1652-53 First fort 
built in Lerwick

1707 German 
merchants loose 
trading rights in 

Shetland

1781 Fort Charlotte 
built

1861 weekly 
steamship between 

Shetland and 
Aberdeen goes into 

operation

19th Cent. Cod and 
Herring booms

1940 Shetland Bus 
established during 

WWII

1978 Sullom Voe Oil 
Terminal opened

1993 Braer Oil Spill

2016 Fair Isle 
designated a 

demonstration and 
research Marine 
Protected Area

Check out the Scalloway Museum 
for some fascinating information 

about the Shetland Bus
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Fair Isle is about half way between the Orkney and Shetland around 24 miles to 
the south of Shetland. At times the island can be cut off for weeks due to poor 
weather. The name is familiar to most because of Fair Isle knitting. Although it is 
unlikely that the knitting style started on the island, it was developed by the Fair 
Isle folk to become one of the most famous knitting styles in the world.
Today fishing is not a main economy for Fair Isle, but in the past the islanders 
were completely dependent on fishing and trading with passing ships and these 
connections with the sea can still be heard in the local dialect and folklore of the 
isle.

FAIR ISLE
Places to visit
1. North Lighthouse
Opened in 1892
2. North Haven
Where the ferry leaves from. 
Remains of fishing booth, crane 
used for loading Good Shepherd, 
North Lighthouse store.
3. Duchess of Bedford’s 
Steps
Steps cut into the cliff face for 
the Duchess of Bedford
4. Museum
5. Coastguard station
Remains of four coastguard 
stations from 20th century
6. Memorial for El Gran 
Grifon
7. Boat Noosts, Kirkigeo
Remains of summer and winter 
boat noosts
8. Fishing Booth
Now the Puffinn
9. Lifeboat Shed
First lifeboat in Shetland was 
based in Fair Isle
10. South Lighthouse
Opened in 1892

1

2

3

4

5

678
9

10

Bird 
Observatory

Shop & 
Post Office

Air Strip

Church of 
Scotland

Methodist 
Chapel
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FOULA

Foula is about 20 miles off the west coast of mainland Shetland, and can be cut off 
from the mainland for weeks at a time due to high winds or fog. This has meant 
that the islanders are very self-reliant and have been for centuries. The uses of 
different plants for dyes and food in the past shows how resilient they were. 
Historically fishing was an important part of daily life with fish caught and brought 
back to the island to be salted and dried and then sent to European markets. Fish 
were also a staple part of the islander’s diet, especially the off cuts such as the 
head and livers. 
Foula was also used as a land mark for fishermen from other islands when heading 
out to Da Haaf (deep sea fishing) and features in a variety of songs and folklore.

Places to visit
1. Boat Noosts

Boat noost remains
2. War Memorial

First world war
3. Boat Noosts

Boat noost remains
4. Drying beach

Fish salted in rock cut vats 
and dried on rocks

5. Johnny Isbister’s Stone
Ship engraved on stone by 

man emigrating to America 

1

2

3

Pier for 
Ferry

Air Strip

Fantastic cliff 
scenery

Foula 
Chapel

4

5
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PAPA STOUR

Papa Stour sits just off the west coast of Shetland and has suffered a large 
population decline in the past 50 years, with only 15 residents recorded in the 
2011 census. 
As with the rest of Shetland, Papa Stour had strong links with Scandinavia and 
became a Royal Norwegian farm in the 13th century. However, when Shetland 
became part of Scotland in 1469, Papa Stour remained part of the Lairds of 
Norway’s estate until well into the 1600s. 
Papa Stour was a base for merchants and fishermen who travelled from the 
Hanseatic countries (in Europe) for the fishing season during the 16th century, 
buying fish from the local fishermen. When the island changed ownership to two 
Shetland based lairds in the 18th century they continued the rich fishing industry, 
with a fishing station based in West Voe, opening in the 19th century.

Places to visit
1. Remains of boat noosts
Culla Voe
2. Herring fishing station
West Voe

3. Haaf fishing station?
Remains of pier and croft
4. Boat noosts
Some noosts still in use
5. Potential Broch site
Eroding out of the rock

6. Papa Stour Kirk
Also a small interpretation 
centre
7. Meal Road
Built by islanders in exchange 
for meal during famine

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

Ferry Waiting 
Room

Stofa
Air Strip

Caves and 
passages along 

coastline
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SKERRIES

Out Skerries known locally as Skerries, is a small  group of islands on the east coast 
of Shetland. Two islands are inhabited and are connected with a bridge. There 
is a strong community on Skerries however, the primary school recently closed. 
Fishing has been a main employer for the island for many generations, and the 
annual eela and the round Skerries yacht race are highly anticipated community 
events in the summer months. 
Skerries was important during Da Haaf fishing providing a landmark and a base 
for the fishermen in open rowing boats. Ling Beach was an artificial beach and 
gained its name for being used to dry fish that were caught around 60 miles off 
shore. Some of the community continue to dry fish but on lines rather than on the 
beach. 

Places to visit
1. Fishing Station
One of two that were based 
here
2. Coastguard Station
20th century lookout

3. Lighthouse
Opened 1854
 4. Lighthouse Shore Station
On a separate island to the 
lighthouse

5. Haaf lodge remains
Most easterly outpost for da 
haaf fishing
6. Iron Kettle & Cannon
Kettle used for fish livers and 
then cutch, Cannon off wreck

1
2

3

4

5

Ferry Waiting 
Room

6
Battle 
Pund

Shop
Shop & 

Post Office

5
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The intertidal zone is the area of foreshore which is covered by the sea at high tide and 
uncovered at low tide. The tidal range is the difference between high and low tide. The tidal 
range in Shetland is quite small at roughly 1m compared to The Severn Estuary in England 
which is 14m! Sometimes features were deliberately built within the intertidal zone to make 
use of the unique conditions. Other times, due to coastal erosion, features were actually built 
further inshore but now sit within the intertidal zone.
Ordnance Survey maps show where the high and low tide marks are so it is easy to see where 
the intertidal zone is.
The Scottish Coastal Archaeology and the Problem of Erosion Trust or SCAPE run a project 
monitoring coastal archaeology that might be at risk from erosion. It is really easy to get 
involved just head over to www.scapetrust.org and register an account!

Intertidal Zone

Projection: British National Grid
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By using maps at a variety of scales 
you can discover a great amount of 
detail such as the High and Low water 
marks, whether a beach is sandy, 
gravel or boulders, some archaeology 
and nature features, the route a ferry 
takes from the pier and place names. 
Contours can also show where there 
may be cliffs along the coast.
What information can you gather from 
these two maps of Housa Voe in Papa 
Stour?

www.scapetrust.org
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Tides come in and out twice a day and the 
timings change slightly each day. There is also 
a variation around Shetland’s coastline. The 
easiest way to find out tide times for your 
area is to look at a booklet for your area, 
online or download an app. In Shetland there 
are 17 places where the tides are recorded 
so you need to find your closest one i.e. for 
Papa Stour you would need to check West 
Burrafirth.
It is always important to check tide times 
before going out on the beach. Also make 
sure that your access point to the shore is not 
going to get cut off as the tide comes in.
Although Shetland has a low tidal range, it can 
vary during spring and neap tides. Spring tides 
happen twice during the lunar month; at full 
and new moons, making the tides higher and 
lower than normal. This can be very useful 
times for archaeologists as it reveals areas of 
beach which are normally covered in water.

Tides

Fair Isle

Foula

Grutness Voe
Quendale

Lerwick
Scalloway

West Burrafirth

Dury Voe

Skerries

Hillswick
Hamnavoe

Baltasound

Cullivoe

Mid Yell

Burravoe
Toft

Sullom Voe

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Moon_phases_en.jpg

Moon Phases

Burrafirth
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Boats in Shetland

Prehistoric people travelled to Shetland over the sea 
but how is not known as there have been no remains 
found so far. It is thought that is may have been 
vessels similar to the coracles found in Wales, Ireland 
and other areas in Scotland. Coracles are small with 
a round shape and made by weaving willow together 
to create a frame before covering in animal skin and 
tar to make it waterproof.
Here is a short clip from Britain’s Ancient Capital: 
Secrets of Orkney of a replica hide boat.
If you would like to see an example of a Welsh coracle 
head up to the Unst Boat Haven! 

Hide Boats & Coracles

Around 800AD, the community of Shetland would 
have begun to see strange vessels on the horizon 
which were long and narrow with dragon carvings 
on the bow and stern.
Unlike coracles, Viking longships were clinker built, 
which means thin planks of wood overlap each 
other, they had a keel and a sail that could be used in 
favourable weather.
Skidblader is a replica of the Gokstad ship found in 
Western Norway in the late 1880s. You can see and 
climb aboard the Skidblader at Haroldswick, Unst.

Viking Longship

It is thought that the Norwegian Faering found within 
the Gokstad ship burial was the precursor to the 
Shetland Yoal. Today it is compared to the Oselvar 
boats from Norway. Indeed the original wooden 
boats of Shetland were actually made in Norway and 
sent flat pack to the islands due to the lack of timber.
There are two notable Yoal types in Shetland; the 
Ness Yoal and the Fair Isle Yoal. Both descend from 
ancient boat building techniques. Both named after 
the area in which they were built, and both were 
used inshore. Yoals are light and flexible so are ideally 
suited for strong tidal waters.

Yoal

Coracle being made in Bressay © Ross & Kathy 
Callaghan

Skidblader © Charlotte Slater

Yoal at Shetland Museum © Charlotte Slater

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04myjxg
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The Fourareen was designed and built in Shetland. It 
could range from 8-12ft long and was rowed by four 
people.
Fourareens were used inshore and at some of da haaf 
stations caught the bait used by the sixern further 
offshore. Fourareens were versatile and could be 
used to flit peats and animals, fishing, moving cargo, 
travelling around the islands and Fourareens also 
could have a small sail to be used in favourable 
weather.

Fourareen

The Sixern was developed for going off to da haaf 
fishing. It was usually around 25-30ft long and was 
rowed by six men. The sixern also had a square sail 
for use when the wind was favourable.
Men could sometimes row over 60 miles out to sea 
to fish. However the open boat and distance from 
shore meant that loss of boats and lives were very 
high with a number of notable disasters such as 
Delting in 1832 and Gloup in 1881 saw many men 
lossed. If you would like a go sailing in a sixern 
head over to the Shetland Museum in the summer 
months: https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.
org.uk/visit/activities/boat-trips

Sixern

The Haddock boat was used for winter haddock 
fishing and had to be strong and seaworthy for the 
wild weather that can hit Shetland. It was similar 
in construction to the yoal but with a broader hull 
to hold line and the catch. The haddock boat was 
commonly used north of Lerwick during the 19th 
Century.
If you would like to have a look at a haddock boat 
more closely head over to the Shetland Museum 
where replica Laura Kay can be seen at Hays Dock: 
https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.org.uk/
collections/museum/floating-collection

Haddock Boat

Fourareen at Shetland Museum © Charlotte Slater

Sixern at Shetland Museum© Charlotte Slater

Photo by J. Irvine  ©Shetland Museum & Archives

 https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.org.uk/visit/activities/boat-trips
 https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.org.uk/visit/activities/boat-trips
 https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.org.uk/visit/activities/boat-trips
https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.org.uk/collections/museum/floating-collection
https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.org.uk/collections/museum/floating-collection
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The Scottish herring fishery was at its peak during 
the early 1900s with season beginning in Shetland in 
May and finishing in southern England by September.
There were two types of vessels which were unique 
to the Scottish fleet called the Zulu and the Fifie. 
These boats were at least 23 metres long and had 
steam capstans to haul in the nets and move the 
large masts and sails.

If you are interested in having a go at sailing a herring 
drifter head over to the swan trust who run trips and 
charters on a traditional Fifie.

Herring Drifter

During the early- mid 2oth century, the motor boat 
began to replace sail as it could travel longer distances 
to follow the shoals of fish and did not need to rely 
on favourable wind direction.
Some of the first motor boats in Shetland were 
extremely small with only two crew! 

To see an example of a original motor boat, head down 
to Hays Dock at the Shetland Museum to see Pilot Us. 
The museum also organise trips during the summer 
months. https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.
org.uk/visit/activities/boat-trips

Motor Fishing Boat

There have been a number of uses for boats in 
Shetland. During the Viking and Norse era, boats 
were used for burials. A number of sites can be 
found around Shetland. Although there wasn’t any 
of the boats left, some rivets were found during 
excavations.
Boats have also been re-purposed into different 
things such as shed roofs and shipwrecks offered 
a valuable resource of timber for the islands in the 
past.
Some boats at the end of their usable life have also 
come to a fiery end being used as the galley for Up 
Helly Aas across Shetland. 

Other Uses for Boats

The Swan © Charlotte Slater

Pilot Us at Hays Dock © Charlotte Slater

Boatie Shed © Charlotte Slater

https://www.swantrust.com/
https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.org.uk/visit/activities/boat-trips
https://www.shetlandmuseumandarchives.org.uk/visit/activities/boat-trips
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1. Basek
CLUE: Used to sail around the world

2. Brus
CLUE: Put on a fishing line to weigh it 
down

3. Dratsi
CLUE: Furry creature found around the 
coast

4. Daikel
CLUE: A navigation tool 

5. Fru
CLUE: A female adult

6. Globeren
CLUE: Shines brightly at night

7. Horin
CLUE: A selkie

8. Fisk
CLUE: Haddock is a type of …?

Tabu Words

9. Gula
CLUE: A strong breeze

10. Klut
CLUE: Used to propel boats before en-
gines

11. Krekin
CLUE: The largest sea mammal

12. Londi
CLUE: A Tammie Norrie

13. Nokki
CLUE: Used on a line to catch fish

14. Ramek
CLUE: Used when rowing a boat

15. Russi
CLUE: A Shetland Pony is a type of...?

Tabu words were words used for many different things by sailors in Shetland whilst at 
sea as it was thought to be bad luck to use their commonly known names. The use of 
these words goes back hundreds of years and were influenced by Norn, the ancient 
language of Shetland. Norn can also been seen in place names around Shetland today. 
Can you work out what these tabu words mean?
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Coastal Place Names
Most of the place names found in 
Shetland originated from the ancient 
Norn language brought over by the 
Vikings in the 8-9th Century. As the 
Vikings arrived in Shetland across the 
sea, many places were named after 
how they appeared from the water 
using  very descriptive names. Fishing 
ground names also originate from the 
Norn language and described features 
of the seabed. Check out the Shetland 
Amenity Trusts handy leaflet all about 
place names available online or from 
various places around Shetland.
Have you been to anywhere with the 
words below in their names? If you 
have, is the description right? Mark on 
the map any of these places you have 
been.

Wick means a small bay 
Voe means a long narrow inlet
Firth means a long bay
Ness means a headland
Taing means a tongue of land
Geo means a small inlet or ravine
Mail/ Meal means sand
Ayre means beach
Houb means lagoon
Ay/ey/a means island

https://www.shetlandamenity.org/assets/files/Place%20Names/placenames%20leaflet.pdf
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Use the smaller grid to keep 
track of where you have fired 
shots at your opponent.



Type No. No. 
Battleship 2 4
Cruiser 1 3
Destroyer 1 3
Monitor 2 2
Sloop 3 1
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Battleships
Shetland was an important naval base during World War I being strategically placed in the 
North Sea. Shetlanders were also known for their great seamanship and were stationed on 
Merchant and Royal Navy ships taking an active role in numerous sea battles.
Below is a battleship grid. Carefully cut out (or ask an adult to help you) the two sheets for 
you and your opponent. Shade in the correct number of squares for each of your vessels. Your 
ships can be vertical or horizontal but must not overlap. No peeking at your opponents sheet! 
To fire a shot, call out the co-ordinates of a square. Your opponent will tell you whether it was 
a hit or a miss. Remember to keep track of your shots by placing an X on your second grid.
Take turns firing your shots. Remember to mark your opponents shots on your first grid. Keep 
playing until someone’s fleet is completely sunk.



Battleship
The largest ships in your fleet with heavy 
armament, armour protection and can make 
modest speed.

Number you have in your fleet
2
Number of squares covered for each ship
4

Cruiser
Jack-of-all-trades warship. Used for a variety 
of tasks, speed important

Number you have in your fleet
1
Number of squares covered for each ship
3

Destroyer
Fast ship used to destroy torpedo boats 
and used for convoys and patrols.

Number you have in your fleet
1
Number of squares covered for each ship
3

Sloop
Small convoy used to escort larger 
ships

Number you have in your fleet
3
Number of squares covered for each ship
1

Monitor
Relatively small warship with large 
guns. Not fast or strongly armoured.

Number you have in your fleet
2
Number of squares covered for each ship
2
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Use the smaller grid to keep 
track of where you have fired 
shots at your opponent.

Type No. No. 
Battleship 2 4
Cruiser 1 3
Destroyer 1 3
Monitor 2 2
Sloop 3 1
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Battleships
Shetland was an important naval base during World War I being strategically placed in the 
North Sea. Shetlanders were also known for their great seamanship and were stationed on 
Merchant and Royal Navy ships taking an active role in numerous sea battles.
Below is a battleship grid. Carefully cut out (or ask an adult to help you) the two sheets for 
you and your opponent. Shade in the correct number of squares for each of your vessels. Your 
ships can be vertical or horizontal but must not overlap. No peeking at your opponents sheet! 
To fire a shot, call out the co-ordinates of a square. Your opponent will tell you whether it was 
a hit or a miss. Remember to keep track of your shots by placing an X on your second grid.
Take turns firing your shots. Remember to mark your opponents shots on your first grid. Keep 
playing until someone’s fleet is completely sunk.

Battleship
The largest ships in your fleet with heavy 
armament, armour protection and can make 
modest speed.

Number you have in your fleet
2
Number of squares covered for each ship
4

Cruiser
Jack-of-all-trades warship. Used for a variety 
of tasks, speed important

Number you have in your fleet
1
Number of squares covered for each ship
3

Destroyer
Fast ship used to destroy torpedo boats 
and used for convoys and patrols.

Number you have in your fleet
1
Number of squares covered for each ship
3

Sloop
Small convoy used to escort larger 
ships

Number you have in your fleet
3
Number of squares covered for each ship
1

Monitor
Relatively small warship with large 
guns. Not fast or strongly armoured.

Number you have in your fleet
2
Number of squares covered for each ship
2
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 Shipwrecks
Shipwrecks have been a common occurrence around Shetland for hundreds of years and provided valuable 
timber for the islanders as well as other supplies in the past. There are many more sinister stories of ships 
being lured on to the rocks such as in Papa Stour and of the shipwrecked sailors being murdered but the 
truth behind these stories will never been known. Some notable shipwrecks are detailed below.
El Gran Grifon
The El Grifon was a flagship for the Spanish Armada. 
She has been badly damaged during an attack in the 
English Channel but managed to escape into the North 
Sea where she later met with the rest of the Armada. A 
number of storms caused the El Gran Grifon, Trinidad 
Valencera and the Barca de Amburgo to be separated 
from the rest of the fleet. The Barca de Amburgo 
foundered south west of Fair Isle but managed to get 
her crew split between the other two ships, with El 
Gran Gifon holding 43 crew and 234 soldiers. 
The ship tried to shelter in Swartz Geo on the 27th of 
September 1588 but was driven ashore onto Storms 
Heelor. The crew and soldiers scrambled up the rocks 
onto Fair Isle and were marooned for nearly 2 months. 
Around 50 of the men died in Fair Isle due to their 
wounds, exposure or starvation; Fair Isle residents 
were already struggling to feed their own families.

The Bohus
The Bohus was a German sail training vessel which 
left from Gothenburg, Sweden on the 23rd of April 
1924 heading for Taltal, Chile. Out of the 38 crew and 
1 stowaway, many were young cadets. The skipper, 
Captain Hugo Ferdinand Blume mistook the Out 
Skerries light to be that of Fair Isle and this caused 
the voyage to be sixty miles off course. On the 26th 
of April 1924, the Bohus was wrecked in Otterswick, 
Yell during a terrible storm.
The few cadets who were able to swim, jumped 
overboard and struggled to shore. Men from East Yell 
managed to get a line onto the Bohus and saved all 
but four of the crew.
A few months later the figurehead from the ship was 
washed ashore and erected as a memorial to the 
ship. You can still visit the white wife which is a short 
walk away from the road.

Ben Doran
The Ben Doran was an Aberdeen trawler which was 
shipwrecked on Vee Skerries of the coast of Papa Stour 
on the 30th of March 1930. At this time, Shetland had 
no lifeboat station and a boat from Stromness was 
sent on a 120 mile journey which took 3 days to try 
and save the crew. 
Local boats tried to reach the Ben Doran as the crew 
could be seen lashed to the rigging of the ship but 
sadly due to the terrible weather they were unable to 
get close enough to the wreck. All hands were lost.

White Wife © Charlotte Slater

Storms Heelor, Fair Isle © Charlotte Slater

Vee Skerries © Charlotte Slater
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Figureheads
A figurehead is a wooden decoration that has been carved into a shape. It is usually attached 
to the prow of a ship and was often related to the role or the name of the ship. There are 
some Roman and Viking examples with the menacing appearance of creatures found on 
Viking ships used to ward off evil spirits. Generally figureheads were used between the 16th 
and 20th century. They were used to show wealth and power with elaborate decoration and 
some even weighed up to a tonne! The use of figure heads began to diminish as ships were 
more commonly built from steel and had a more streamline shape leaving no room for a 
figurehead. 
There are a few examples of figureheads held by the Shetland Museum and Archives. See if 
you can find them on your next visit!

Figurehead at the museum © Charlotte Slater Lerwick Galley 2018 © Charlotte Slater

Statsraad Lehmkuhl coming into Scalloway 2018 © Charlotte Slater
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Have a go at designing your own figurehead below:

Share your figure head designs with us by tagging us on Facebook @SRIMHAA1 
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Safety & Navigation

Fishing Meids
Fishing meids used by fishermen to navigate the sea before 
the likes of GPS and radar were available. Pairs of onshore 
landmarks were lined up to identify fishing grounds or 
dangers such as sunken rocks and reefs.
If you are interested in finding out more about fishing 
meids, Charlie Simpson wrote a fantastic book called 
Water in Burgidale which recounts the use of meids before 
electronic equipment became the norm.

Activity: Build a lighthouse
Lighthouses are used to warn marine users of dangerous coastlines, reefs and submerged rocks and also safe 
entry into harbours.
Task: to build a lighthouse
Materials: red solo cup, small clear plastic cup, white tape, black paper, glue, scissors, LED tealight 
1. Set the red cup upside down and make stripes using the white tape.
2. Make doors and windows out of black paper, glue into place.
3. Turn on your tealight and place on top of your cup. 
4. place the smaller clear cup on top of your lighthouse and add a lantern top using black paper.

Lighthouses
There are 33 lighthouses around the Shetland coast with 7 having associated keepers 
cottages, Bressay, Eshaness, Fair Isle North and South, Muckle Flugga, Out Skerries and 
Sumburgh. The last lighthouse to be automated in Britain was Fair Isle South in 1998.
There are many smaller navigation lights and navigation buoys around Shetland’s inner 
coast, especially in busy harbour areas, to help larger boats move safely. To be a skipper 
or captain of a boat you must learn what all the different lights mean and how to 
navigate.
To learn more about how lighthouses work and what it was like to live in one why not 
visit Sumburgh Lighthouse.

https://www.sumburghhead.com/
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Coastguard
The Coastguard were originally set up to stop smuggling and assist with 
shipwrecks. It was not until the 19th century that their role began to change 
into the lifesaving organisation they are now.
During the early 20th century, there were over 500 stations across Britain. 
Many of these have been closed now with the advance of technology.
The Shetland Coastguard covers Shetland,  Orkney and a large section of 
Caithness & Sutherland. Check out the Shetland coastguard website to find 
out more!

Activity: Make a life jacket 
Life jackets started to be used in the mid 1800s and it is much 
more recently that they became an essential piece of equipment.
Task: to make a life jacket for a tin of soup.
Materials: sandwich bags, paperclips, straws, paper cups, 
paper towels, rubber bands, bubble wrap, glue, sellotape, 
corks, foam, string, foil, balloons.
1. Choose your materials and make a life jacket for a tin of soup. 
You must be able to get your life jacket on in 20 seconds and will 
receive more points for the longer the tin is able to float:  up to 
15sec- 5points, up to 30sec- 10points, up to 45 sec- 15points, 
up to 1min- 20points.
2. Test your design in a bucket of water.
3. Have a look at different life jackets on the RNLI website

The Life boat
The Lerwick and Aith Lifeboat Stations were founded in 
1930 and 1933 respectively after the tragic loss of the 
Aberdeen trawler Ben Doran on the Vee Skerries in March 
1930 with all hands lost. Only a few months later the St 
Sunniva, steamer ship between the isles and Aberdeen, 
ran aground off Mousa. By July 1930 the Lerwick Lifeboat 
Station had been established.
If you would like to have a look at a Lifeboat vessel, why 
not attend either the Lerwick Lifeboat Open day or the Aith 
Gala both held annually during the summer.

http://www.shetlandcoastguard.info/about-2
https://rnli.org/about-us/our-history/timeline/1854-first-lifejackets
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Coastal Defences
As long as people have “conquered” land, they have wanted to defend it from others. This 
page details some of the different structures which have been used since the Iron Age to 
protect the islands from invasion. 

Promontory Forts
There are a number of examples of promontory forts in Shetland, most thought to be from the Iron Age 
period. These forts usually used natural defence of cliffs and rocks and commonly had a ditch system on the 
land side to deter invaders. Some have a blockhouse construction which seems to be unique to Shetland.

Brochs
Brochs are Iron Age roundhouses found across 
Scotland. There are many examples in Shetland and the 
best preserved example can be found on Mousa, and 
uninhabited island off the coast of Sandwick. They are 
thought to have been defensive structures and there is 
some speculation that they formed a network, possibly 
a warning system against invaders.
Check out “Towards a Geography of Shetland Brochs” 
for a map of all the known broch sites in Shetland, there 
is a fair few! Have a look for a broch next time you head 
to the coast.

Fort Charlotte
Fort Charlotte is an artillery fort in the centre of Lerwick. 
The first fort on the site was built  1652-53 during the first 
Anglo- Dutch War. Construction on the second fort began 
in 1665 during the second Anglo- Dutch War however it 
was never completed. During the third Anglo- Dutch War 
in 1673 the fort was burnt by the Dutch. In 1781 it was 
rebuilt as the American Independence War raged on but it 
never saw hostile action.
Fort Charlotte has been used for a range of other things 
including the town jail and courthouse, coastguard station 
and Royal Navy Reserve depot and armoury.
As the town expanded and land was reclaimed, Fort 
Charlotte lost its dominating position over the coast. You 
can visit Fort Charlotte all year round, check out Historic 
Environment Scotland’s website for more details.

World War I & II
Shetland is in a strategic position in the North Atlantic and 
had a number of bases and stations during both world 
wars stretching from Unst to Fair Isle. 
For lots of fantastic information about Shetland during 
both wars check out the Shetland Library resources.
To learn about the failed attack on Scapa Flow visit the 
radar station at the Sumburgh Lighthouse Visitor Centre.

https://www.euppublishing.com/doi/pdfplus/10.3366/gas.1982.9.9.38
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/visit-a-place/places/fort-charlotte/prices-and-opening-times/
http://www.shetland-library.gov.uk/LocalHistoryatShetlandLibrary.asp
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SIXERN
SKERRIES
TOONSHIP
VIKINGS

Wordsearch
See if you can find all the words below! (answers can be found at the back of the booklet)
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Industry & the Sea

Lime, also known as calcium oxide is an alkali 
product made by burning limestone or chalk. Lime 
production has been done for hundreds of years. It 
can be found in toothpaste, used to balance acidic 
soil and in mortar, plaster and concrete for buildings. 
In Shetland lime kilns are often found close to the 
shore which allowed easy transport of the final 
product, but this could prove dangerous at times as 
lime can be explosive when wet! 
Lime kilns were loaded from the top with layers of 
limestone and peat. The fire was underneath and as 
the limestone calcined, the lime dropped through a 
grate and was raked out at the bottom.

Lime Kilns

Jetties are platforms which extend out to sea for 
loading and unloading boats. In other parts of the UK 
where trees were more plentiful, jetties were often 
made from timber however, in Shetland it was stones 
and rocks that were used. More modern jetties are 
built from concrete and steel.
Because the sea was the easiest way to move around 
the islands before roads were constructed, there are 
many jetties of different sizes found across Shetland.

Jetties

Bartering means to trade or swap goods. Shetland’s 
location in the North Atlantic means that it is central 
to many shipping routes with many ships stopping to 
pick up supplies or even crew. This gave Shetlanders 
an opportunity to barter for things that were not 
readily available in the islands. Shetlanders would 
swap things such as meat, butter, fish and knitwear 
for linen, tobacco, salt, beer and fish hooks.
Lerwick was actually established due to Shetlanders 
setting up booths on the shore to trade various goods 
and services with the Dutch fishermen sheltering in 
Bressay Sound.

Bartering

Lime Kiln remains, Fladdabister © Charlotte Slater

Remains of Jetty, Voe © Charlotte Slater

Knitted Jumpers © Charlotte Slater
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Da Haaf means ‘deep sea fishing’. Men would row 
sometimes up to 60 miles offshore in sixerns to fish 
for cod and saithe using lines which could be up to 
40-50 fathoms long! The catch was brought back to 
haaf stations to be salted and dried before being sold 
to places like the Mediterranean.
Haaf fishing came to an end around the early 1900s 
after a number of tragic disasters with a great loss of 
life.
Check out the Shetland Museum and Archives 
photo collection for some great images or head up 
to Gloup, Yell to see the poignant memorial for men 
lost in 1881.

Da Haaf

Although herring had been fished around Shetland 
by the Dutch for many years, it was not until the mid-
late 19th century that Shetlanders began herring 
fishing. Herring was a huge industry for Shetland with 
the season running from May-August before moving 
further down the coast of Orkney and Scotland.
The herring industry also offered women some 
independence as they could make their own wage 
gutting the fish and travel through Britain with the 
migration of the herring.
If you are interested in seeing what a herring drifter 
looked like and have a go sailing, check out the Swan 
Trust

Herring

Shetland has a long tradition with whaling. From 
the 1780s British whaling ships stopped in Shetland 
to gather supplies and men before heading to the 
Greenland whaling. By the 1820s up to 1000 Shetland 
men were heading to the whaling.
During the late 1800s, 4 whaling stations were set up 
in Shetland. These station continued to operate until 
just after the second world war.
Shetland men continued to go to the whaling up until 
the 1960s. This time, down around South Georgia.
Shetland Museum and Archives have some great 
photos from the whaling and a number of artefacts 
brought back by whalers.

Whaling

Remains of Haaf Station,Stenness © Charlotte Slater

Onboard the Swan © Charlotte Slater

In the late 1800s there was a whaling station in Voe  
© Charlotte Slater

http://photos.shetland-museum.org.uk/index.php?a=SearchResults&key=SHsiRCI6IlN1YmplY3QgbWF0Y2hlcyBcIkhhYWYgU3RhdGlvblwiIG9yIGl0cyBjaGlsZHJlbiIsIk4iOjAsIlAiOnsic3ViamVjdF9pZCI6NzUwLCJqb2luX29wIjoiMiJ9fQ&WINID=1522232008572
https://www.swantrust.com/
https://www.swantrust.com/
http://photos.shetland-museum.org.uk/index.php?a=SearchResults&key=SHsiRCI6IlN1YmplY3QgbWF0Y2hlcyBcIldoYWxpbmdcIiBvciBpdHMgY2hpbGRyZW4iLCJOIjowLCJQIjp7InN1YmplY3RfaWQiOjI1Mywiam9pbl9vcCI6IjIifX0&WINID=1522232008572
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In the past both otters and seals were hunted in 
Shetland for their pelts or fur. 
Otters are thought to have been introduced to the 
islands as sport to hunt by the Vikings and this 
continued up until 1982 when it was banned by the 
Scottish Government. In fact you can still see the 
remains of otter traps on the coast of Shetland. Now 
Shetland is home to 14% of the UK population of 
Eurasian Otter.
Both Grey and Common Seals were hunted for their 
pelts, particularly after WWII as times were hard and 
seal skins were in high demand. 

Fur Trade

The number of voes and hills coupled with the 
central location of Shetland for international shipping 
routes,  offered a great opportunity for smugglers. 
Contraband mainly came in the form of luxury items 
such as tea, brandy and tobacco from French, Dutch 
and Spanish ships. However, there was also trade in 
contraband timber from Norway!
During the 1760s, gin smuggling began on a large 
scale with ships often heading to the Faroe Islands 
regularly calling into Shetland due to “bad weather” 
and trading with merchants called the Rotterdam 
Gentry (Rotterdam was the centre of the gin trade in 
the 18th century).

Smuggling

Seaweed was gathered around the shores of 
Shetland and dried before being burnt in kilns to 
produce potassium and iodine which was used in 
glass and soap making during the late 18th century 
until the early 19th century when the industry went 
into decline. 
Seaweed had long been used by islanders as a 
fertiliser but lairds across Shetland and Orkney saw 
that it would be far more profitable to make kelp ash.

Kelp Burning

Seals lounging on rocks, Lerwick © Charlotte Slater

Smugglers Cave © Stephen McKay (cc-by-sa/2.0)

Photo by C. Stobie © Shetland Museum & Archives

https://www.geograph.org.uk/profile/1621
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
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ACROSS
 1  Bucky, there are both common and dog varieti es
 3  Blinnd Hoe, related to sharks
 4  Partan, shellfi sh with two big claws
 7  Cuff ey, shellfi sh used for making chowder
 9  Harpey, has a fan shaped shell 
 10  Piltek, used for bait
 11  Pinger, oft en used for Fish and Chips
 12  Smatchie, known as the silver darlings
 13  Scaadiman’s Heid, round prickly shellfi sh
 14  Craa Peel, popular shellfi sh dish
 15  Olick, name also means heather

DOWN
 1  Stenbiter, has sharp teeth
 2  Masgoom, used to make scampi
 5  Spoot, shellfi sh with a long shell caught at low ti de
 6  Troot, caught in lochs in Shetland
 8  Fogri, disti nct leopard print markings

Shetland Dialect Crossword
Can you solve the crossword? (answers can be found at the back of the booklet)

Shetland Forwirds or a 
Shetland dictionary will 
have all these words and 

meanings!

https://www.shetlanddialect.org.uk/john-j-grahams-shetland-dictionary-intro
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Resources of the Sea

Herring are small silvery fish also known as the silver 
darlings. They live in large groups called shoals and 
they move along the coast through the year. They 
are a very good source of vitamin D. Smoked herring 
is known as kippers and is a popular breakfast item 
across Britain.

Herring - Pelagic

Shetland has a very rich marine environment full of fish and shellfish. People have been 
fishing around Shetland for thousands of years and in more recent times begun to farm 
certain species of fish and shellfish. Fish can roughly be split into two categories; demersal 
which live close to or on the bottom of the sea and pelagic which live near the surface or in 
the mid water. Below is information about the more popular types of fish and shellfish found 
in Shetland.

Mackerel can vary in size but are usually around 
30cm long. They are a bluish green colour with dark 
stripes and a silvery belly. They live together in large 
groups similar to herring. They eat other small fish, 
shrimps and squid and they are an excellent source 
of omega-3. 

Mackerel - Pelagic

Cod are a grey- green colour with a spotty pattern. 
They can grown to over a metre long! They eat 
smaller fish such as sandeels and herring. Cod has 
quite a mild taste and is used in a number of dishes 
such as fish and chips, fish pie and fish fingers.

Cod - Demersal

Haddock grow between 50-100cm long and have a 
blue line along their side. There is also a dark blotch 
just behind their gills known as the devils thumbprint. 
They live on other small fish, mussels and worms. 
Haddock is a popular choice for fish and chips and 
also tastes great smoked!

Haddock - Demersal

Monkfish can grow up to nearly 2 metres long but 
are more commonly around a metre. They are a 
mottled brown colour with a flat body and a large 
blunt head with a lot of sharp teeth. They will eat 
most things that come their way and are a popular 
dish in restaurants.

Monkfish - Demersal

© Scottish Pelagic Processors Association
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Lobsters are shellfish related to crabs and prawns. 
They have a hard shell to protect their bodies with 
two large claws and long antennae. Most lobsters are 
a blue-black colour which turns a pinkish red when 
they are cooked. Lobsters shed their shell every year 
and grow a new one slightly bigger.

Lobster - Shellfish

Brown crab or partan are a reddish brown coloured 
oval shaped shellfish with eight legs and two large 
claws. Similar to lobsters, crabs outgrow their shells 
and have to grow a new one. Velvet crabs are also 
caught in Shetland. Most of these are shipped to 
other countries in Europe such as Spain.

Brown Crab - Shellfish

Mussels are a fleshy orange animal inside two shells 
which range between black and light blue in colour. 
They are filter feeders living on plankton and other 
microscopic animals and plants. Mussel farming is 
a very big industry in Shetland where mussels are 
grown on ropes attached to large floats in the sea.

Mussels - Shellfish

Scallops are a pale pink/ white fleshy disc shaped 
animal protected by two fan shaped shells. Similar 
to mussels, scallops are a filter feeder. There are two 
different types of scallops; King scallops and Queen 
scallops or queenies. Queenies are much smaller and 
both varieties are popular in restaurants.

Scallops - Shellfish

Prawns are a blue-grey colour or transparent with a 
curved body and lots of legs. Once cooked they turn 
a pink colour. They feed on plankton and are usually 
found inshore. They are popular served cold in a 
prawn cocktail or used in many different pasta and 
noodle dishes.

Prawns - Shellfish

Scottish Salmon is a silver fish that can grow over 
a meter long! It has a pinky orange flesh and is full 
of omega-3 so is very good for your heart. It can be 
eaten fresh or smoked. In Shetland it is farmed in 
large cages which can been seen in many of the voes 
and it is one of Scotland’s biggest exports.

Scottish Salmon
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3 Diff erent Shells Boat Noost Seaweed

A feather A Crab Pier/ Jetty

A Lighthouse Mermaid’s Purse A Boat

Bingo
Next time you head to the shore, why not take this bingo sheet with you and see how 
many things you can find! 
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Folklore and the Sea
Shetlands folklore is rich and diverse. It can be found in the place names, in lots of 
stories and is still a current part of island life. Much can be traced back to Scandinavia 
and relates to the long seafaring traditions in Shetland. Below are some examples 
of folklore to do with the sea in Shetland. Do you think you have seen any of these 
creatures?

Merfolk were people who live under the sea in vast caverns of coral and beautiful seaweeds. 
They looked like people when at home but while travelling through the sea they became half 
fish. The mermen often had long hair and beards that could be red, brown, black or grey. 
Mermaids were beautiful with long blonde hair. Mermen rarely came ashore and to see one 
at sea was thought to be extremely bad luck. Mermaids on the other hand often sat on rocks 
to comb their hair as they sang. If any man heard them he became enchanted.
There are some stories of mermaids being caught while out at da haaf fishing. If returned to 
the sea, the fisherman was granted with good luck, however if the fisherman tried to keep 
the mermaid hostage, they often were cursed for bad luck the rest of their lives!

Merfolk

Selkies are similar to merfolk but rather than being half fish they have fur skins that when 
they put them on turn them into seals.
There are many stories about selkies coming to shore in the evening and removing their fur 
skins as they dance through the night. A man would see the selkies and become enchanted by 
their beauty so would hide close by and steal one of the skins. When the selkies return to the 
sea in the morning, one is left behind and discovering the man has her skin begs for it to be 
returned. However the man is completely in love and the selkie has no choice but to become 
the man’s wife. Many years after, the selkie discovers her skin and is able to head back to the 
sea. There are stories of male selkies coming ashore and luring women to the depths as well 
but it is far less common.

Selkies

Finn folk were thought to be magicians and witches with powers to travel quickly across the 
sea, find things which were lost and even change into animals. Unlike selkies who could only 
come ashore at certain times, Finn folk were free to move between sea and shore when 
ever they wanted. It is thought that selkies and finn-follk probably were the same thing and 
seemed to separate later on.

Finn- folk
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The Brigdi was a large whale or fish which was often seen in fine weather. It had a large fin 
around the same size as a boats sail which could been seen from miles away. If the Brigdi 
spotted a boat, it would rush at it and cut it in half with its large fin or hit the boat sideways 
with the fin and crush it into the water. There were some of the larger boats that returned 
with minor damage. Amber beads were thought to ward off the creature and were thrown 
at it if seen. An axe was kept on board to cut away the Brigdi’s fins as i tried to sink the boat.

Brigdi

A Seefer was a coffin shaped whale which could jump clear out of the water. Depending on 
which side the Seefer landed it meant death to men therefore very bad luck or death to the 
fish which was a good omen for the season ahead..

Seefer

A Sifan has similarities to the loch ness monster with a number of humps and a long slender 
neck. Unlike the other sea monsters, the Sifan was thought to be quite harmless and in fact 
it was thought to be a good omen for the fishing season if one was spotted at the beginning 
of the summer.

Sifan

The wulver was a creature similar in appearance to a werewolf. However the wulver was a 
gentle creature who spent most of his days sitting on a craig stone fishing. He would leave fish 
at the doors of families who were having a tough time and did not have enough to eat. There 
is apparently a craig stone named after the wulver somewhere around Yell or Unst.

The Wulver

The Kraken was thought to be the largest creature and was quite ferocious. It was a sea 
serpent of sorts and if seen was sometimes mistaken for an island due to the large size of it. 
There was some debate as to whether there was only one large kraken or a few smaller ones. 
There is a tale of a serpent washing up in the North of Shetland which was so large it blocked 
a geo. 

The Kraken
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Have a go at coming up with your own sea creature. Is it a fierce creature, feared 
by all or a helpful creature loved by all? Let us see your creation by using #srimhaa
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Crossword Solution pg 31

1. Basek 
Ans: Ship
2. Brus
Ans: Sinker
3. Dratsi
Ans: Otter
4. Daikel
Ans: Compass
5. Fru
Ans: Woman

6. Globeren
Ans: Moon
7. Horin
Ans: Seal
8. Fisk
Ans: Fish
9. Gula
Ans: Wind
10. Klut
Ans: Sail

Tabu Words Solution pg 15
11. Kreki
Ans: Whale
12. Londi
Ans: Puffin
13. Nokki
Ans: Hook
14. Ramek
Ans: Oar
15. Russi
Ans: Horse


